Schema Alignment of OpenStreetMap and Knowledge Graphs on
Property Level

OpenStreetMap (OSM)1 is one of the most important sources of Volunteered graph information
(VGI). OSM contains geographical data from millions of volunteers for 188 countries. Although OSM
has over 6 billion geographic entities, the data is not directly accessible to semantic applications.
Knowledge graphs (KGs), in contrast, provide semantic information for real-world entities and can be
easily accessed via SPARQL endpoints, but have very limited coverage of geographic entities. Aligning
these resources on schema level can boost data fusion and entity alignment that in turn will help realworld applications such as POI recommendation, question answering and real-time navigation systems.
In our previous work, we proposed a neural schema alignment Dsouza et al. [2021a] wherein we
mapped OSM tags to KG classes. For example, in Figure 2, we mapped class mountain from Wikidata
to class wkgs:Peak. For faster access to OSM data, we built WorldKG2 Dsouza et al. [2021b] knowledge
graph that has data about OSM nodes.

Figure 1: Entity description and map view of Zugspitze mountain in WorldKG.
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Figure 2: Snippets of Zugspitze entity description in Wikidata and WorldKG.
To build a more complete WorldKG to empower various applications, we not only need to align
KGs at the class level, but also at property level. The goal of this thesis is to develop machine learning
methods property alignment Iyer et al. [2020], Xue et al. [2021] between the WorldKG knowledge graph
and other general-purpose knowledge graphs such as Wikidata and DBpedia. An example alignment
for the given example in Figure 2 would look like: wkgs:ele property from WorldKG mapped to
elevation above sea level property from Wikidata. In this thesis, you will:
• Research on state-of-the-art methods for property alignment and design approach for the task
in this thesis accordingly.
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• Develop the method to align properties within the WorldKG and Wikidata/DBpedia.
• Evaluate the developed method on large-scale dataset, and compare its performance with stateof-the-art baselines, e.g. from OAEI initiative3 .
Prerequisites:
• Knowledge of Semantic Web technologies and Knowledge Graphs, e.g. obtained through successful participation in Advanced Methods of Information Retrieval course, or other relevant
courses.
• Theoretical and practical knowledge of machine learning
• Good programming skills
Contact: Alishiba Dsouza
Please email dsouza@cs.uni-bonn.de along with your transcript and a link to GitHub (if available).
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